ABSTRACT The realization of dynamic service combinations to meet the requirements of green energy management and match supply and demand has become a large problem in the energy Internet (EI). We propose a method of service combination for quality-oriented green energy management of the EI, introduce the most economical control theory, and set the service quality obtained from unit energy consumption as the most economical objective control function to realize a Pareto-efficient energy service management configuration of the EI under quality of service demands. Then, this paper introduces a multi-objective dragonfly algorithm that takes advantage of rapid convergence to solve the model. A back propagation neural network is adopted to train the model and obtain a multi-objective parameter weight configuration to accommodate measured data. The experimental results show that this method can efficiently determine service combinations for an economical, quality-oriented EI and green Pareto-efficient energy management.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy Internet (EI), as the core of the third industrial revolution, is an effective way to realize the gradual replacement of fossil fuels by renewable energy, shift the structure of energy consumption toward low carbonization and establish a green and sustainable energy utilization system [1] . However, in the face of the interconnected and dynamic EI environment [2] , [3] , it has become a major challenge to map various resources and equipment into massive amounts of services to realize a dynamic combination of services that matches the supply and demand of green energy.
In response to the above challenges, scholars have studied energy management in terms of service composition quality in the EI environment. Previous research has focused primarily on maximizing the overall quality of service (QoS) for specific tasks. However, in actual energy management, the service information comes from massive amounts of energy management data, and the service environment is dynamic and uncertain. An improper service composition results in challenges when meeting users' QoS requirements in the EI environment and results in the waste of service resources. In addition, the overall energy consumption generated by the service composition in the EI environment during dynamic provisioning remains a key issue. Most of the previous research has focused on the QoS composition, whereas the energy consumption based on maximizing QoS has not been considered. Therefore, in the process of QoS-oriented energy management, it is important to realize green energy management of the EI in terms of the QoS composition [4] .
Therefore, we consider the QoS composition and energy consumption and propose a model of green management for service composition quality in the EI environment. The model introduces the most economical control theory and iteratively calculates the QoS obtained from the unit energy consumption of each solution in the Pareto solution set. This approach configures the Pareto technique to meet service needs while minimizing energy consumption to achieve optimal green energy management. Then, a multi-objective dragonfly algorithm (MODA) is used to solve the Pareto effective energy allocation of the EI-oriented service composition quality and is trained using a back propagation (BP) neural network with multiple parameter weights in machine learning (ML) to obtain the most appropriate weight distributions of the parameters.
The three main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We propose a green energy management model for service composition quality in the EI environment. The model regards the service quality obtained from unit energy consumption as the objective function of the most economical control and implements green energy management using a multi-target DA to meet the QoS requirements of users and realize a Pareto-efficient energy service configuration of the EI.
2) We propose a Pareto-efficient model of the energy service configuration based on the most economical control theory for the EI. The model overcomes the traditional onesided pursuit of QoS optimization; ignores the cost, use and pollution (PL) impact of energy consumption; and combines the QoS and energy consumption indicators to achieve a Pareto-efficient energy service configuration that meets the demand of service and has the lowest energy consumption.
3) We propose a green energy cost (EC) model. The model comprehensively considers such indicators as cost, use and PL and uses a BP neural network to train the model to achieve the most suitable parameter weight allocation.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 expounds on the research and background of the study. Section 3 presents a green energy management model for the multi-service portfolio of the EI. A service quality model and most economical model are adopted. Section 4 presents the application of the Pareto-optimal and BP neural networks in energy management under the service composition of the EI. Section 5, the experimental section, presents the energy weight and Pareto-optimal solution obtained by the BP neural network; the optimal solution is found in the optimal solution set by using the most economical model. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
With the wide application of the energy Internet in industry and new energy, green energy management based on matching the supply and demand of services has become a hot research field, including the mapping of dynamic and volatile resources and smart devices in complex scenarios into massive services. At present, many scholars at home and abroad have carried out related research, and the research focuses mainly on the maximization of the overall QoS of specific tasks and the optimal resource allocation of multitasking.
Research on service composition quality has previously been conducted, and preliminary results have been achieved. The main objective is to make optimal decisions using the QoS index to maximize the overall QoS for specific tasks. Previous reports have proposed cloud computing service compositions based on the computation of knowledge difference as well as QoS-aware multi-granularity service compositions [5] , [6] . The literature [7] has proposed a QoS-aware logistics service composition algorithm based on a dynamic social network. However, these studies did not consider energy consumption of the service composition quality. In the process of actual energy management, the environment contains a myriad of services and is dynamic and uncertain. An improper service composition cannot meet the QoS requirements of users in the context of the Internet of Things, resulting in energy waste [8] , [9] . Therefore, the overall energy consumption generated by the service composition in the dynamic supply and demand matching process in the EI environment is a concern.
The literature [10] has proposed a hybrid energy-aware resource allocation method to help requesters obtain efficient and satisfactory manufacturing services. Previous research [11] proposed an energy-centric QoS selection method to reduce the service energy consumption without affecting customer satisfaction; however, these studies consider only QoS and energy consumption and not the cost of PL treatment caused by energy consumption. Nevertheless, with the development of the EI and increases in people's awareness of environmental protection, achieving green energy management in service composition quality remains a challenging problem. EC, the energy use rate and PL cost factors are comprehensively considered in the energy consumption model to realize service composition quality in the green energy management of the EI.
To achieve a multi-objective optimal energy management configuration, aiming at the multiple elements of service composition quality [12] , [13] , it is important to determine the multiple objective weights in multi-objective optimization and solution processes. Other studies have incorporated a Pareto-optimal solution set into multi-objective optimization to optimize the service composition quality [14] - [16] . The advantage of this method is that it can search for the service portfolio path that can meet the actual demand of users based on the specified QoS attributes. However, these methods simply define the weight of various influential factors, lacking a rigorous solution mechanism to select the optimal solution. Thus, it is necessary to use an ML method to learn the weight of the parameter-influencing factors and obtain the most suitable weight distribution of parameters.
In view of the above challenges, we study the energy management of service-oriented quality under the EI environment, introduce the most economical control theory, and incorporate the service quality obtained from unit energy consumption into an objective function of economic control. By using the multi-target dragonfly, the algorithm implements a Pareto-efficient energy service configuration of the EI to meet user QoS requirements. The experimental results show that this method can effectively achieve economical green energy management in terms of service composition quality.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This study introduces the most economical control theory [17] . A Pareto-efficient energy service configuration model of the energy Internet is proposed based on the theory of economic control energy, The traditional one-sided pursuit of QoS optimization and its costs are overcome. Previous research ignored the cost of energy consumption, utilization, pollution and other effects. The QoS index and the energy consumption index are incorporated, and service demand is satisfied. The Pareto energy services configuration model of minimum energy consumption is found to exhibit satisfactory performance.
A. GREEN ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL OF THE EI BASED ON SERVICE COMPOSITION QUALITY
The goal of green energy management for service portfolio quality is to meet users' QoS requirements in the service portfolio and to achieve the lowest energy consumption. This is achieved through the optimization of QoS and the minimization of energy consumption. The model is divided into the following two parts: QoS and EC. Considering the characteristics of energy consumption, we select the response time RT, cost C and reliability R as indicators of QoS:
The traditional approach is to pursue the optimization of QoS while ignoring economic aspects, such as energy consumption, use, and PL. Therefore, considering the overall model, this paper introduces the most economic control theory, which takes the unit energy consumption obtained by the objective function and fuses QoS and energy consumption indices of service quality. This theory is used to satisfy the service demand and enable the lowest energy consumption:
In the model, the condition of EC = 0 is satisfied. The QoS selection index is location dependent; therefore, the target G e can be written as coordinates in ternary form, namely, G e (a, b, c). a, b, and c represent the reliability, cost, and response time, respectively, and guarantee meeting the QoS while simultaneously maximizing a, maximizing b and minimizing c. The combined performance is the most economical. The model includes the service portfolio under the environment of the Internet of Things; thus, the QoS evaluation and assessment of energy reflect unity of the composite index, and the following two parts can be divided into a QoS evaluation function model and a detailed introduction of the energy evaluation function model.
B. ENERGY SERVICE ADAPTATION MODEL FOR SERVICE COMPOSITION QUALITY
In the EI environment, the diversified service functions requested by users render individual service providers unable to meet demand. A general service (GS = SS 1 , SS 2 , . . . ,SS n ) is divided into multiple sub-services (SS), and the services selected from different types of service providers are combined. A subservice SS k has a corresponding set of optional services; that is, there are p optional services for subservice SS k that can satisfy this subtask requirement. For a GS that must be completed, a combination of n i=1 p paths can be generated. In the case of a GS, the number of SSs is relatively large; each SS (SSS) is larger, and path combinations are immediately reflected in challenges; that is, the formulation is NP hard.
Thus, choosing the path to QoS is the key problem. However, the optimal QoS is related to many constraints (e.g., the response time, cost, and reliability); thus, in all the combined paths n i=1 p, we select the best combination of the original service request processing mode.
The response time of a service in the model is RT i , the cost is C i , and the reliability is R i . When the total service GS is equivalent to GS = {SS 1 , SS 2 , . . . , SS n }, the total service task is divided into n SSs; then, the total response time is n i=1 RT i , the total cost is n i=1 C i , and the total reliability is n i=1 R i . From the above QoS index model for QoS = {RT, C, R}, the QoS model suitable for multi-objective parameters is established as follows:
Assuming that the maximum response time of a GS that can be accepted is RT max , that the maximum acceptable cost is C max and that the minimum allowable reliability is R min , the following constraints can be established:
The so-called optimal solution model is Q, which dominates all other solutions.
C. GREEN ENERGY MANAGEMENT MODEL
To build a green and sustainable ecological environment, the service energy consumption must be taken into account. The traditional way to determine statistical energy consumption is to evaluate the resources consumed in providing a service using a single measure. The EC indicator is used both for the pursuit of lower energy consumption and to achieve green low power, which inevitably involves ECs, energy availability, PL and other indicators because their integrated statistics can reflect green low power. However, from the perspective of model establishment and practical experimentation, we choose several major indexes, namely, CT, UR and PL, to measure EC.
where CT represents energy cost, UR represents energy efficiency, PL represents the pollution cost, and w represents weight, with w i = 1. Many studies have used similar forms of combinations considering energy-related factors. However, they have defined only the weight of several influencing factors and have lacked rigor. Therefore, this study adopts a BP neural network as an ML method to train the parameters to obtain the most practical parameter configuration. Through the continuous training of data composed of CT, UR and PL, the parameter settings are established, and the feedback of the BP error reverse propagation is used to complete the adjustment of the weights. Finally, rational weight allocation is achieved.
Since the total service GS is equivalent to GS = {SS 1 , SS 2 , . . . , SS n } and the ECs formed by the different SSs are also different, the total EC can be expressed as follows:
The total EC is divided into nth EC i . Then, the total energy cost is n i=1 CT i , the total pollution cost is n i=1 PL i and the total energy efficiency is n i=1 UR i . Assuming that the maximum energy cost of an EC that can be accepted is CT max , that the maximum pollution cost is PL max and that the minimum energy efficiency is UR min , the following constraints can be established:
IV. SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Our aim is to realize energy Internet-oriented green energy management for service composition quality, that is, optimize the model proposed above. This section first uses a BP neural network to train the parameters of energy data to obtain the weights and then uses Pareto-optimal programming to carry out service adaptation. Finally, a multi-objective dragonfly algorithm is introduced to optimize green energy service adaptation of the energy Internet.
A. ENERGY GREEN MANAGEMENT BASED ON BP NEURAL NETWORK
Before optimizing EC and QoS, the EC of three features must be compressed and transmitted to optimize all variables, that is, to obtain an energy model and then optimize it. However, the energy data are influenced by many factors, such as high dimensional computational costs. Therefore, a relatively stable and a less computational algorithm is needed to obtain near-real forecasting data. To obtain a relatively good result, we have considered multiple regression algorithms. For example, the literature [19] has used linear regression combined with k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), which showed satisfactory performance in disaster response networks. However, the assumption in the passage does not correspond with the reality of energy. In another study, a logistic regression did not perform well with a high-frequency datum [20] . Conversely, neural networks have strong mapping ability, standing out among the above functions relative to regression algorithms. Thus, a BP neural network is the choice in this research. In a BP neural network, there are an input layer, a hidden layer, which can be multi-layer, and an output layer [21] . The model is shown in Fig. 1 . For each training example, the BP algorithm does the following: it first provides input examples to the input layer neurons and then forwards the signals layer by layer until reaching the output layer results. The error of the input layer is then calculated, and the error is propagated back to the hidden neurons. Finally, the hidden layer neuron error is used to adjust the connection weights and thresholds. The iterative process is repeated until the training error reaches a very small value. The detailed design is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 BP Neural Network Error Inverse Propagation Algorithm
Input:
; study rate η Procedure:
1.
Initialize the threshold and weight 2.
Repeat 3.
For all (
Calculate
Calculate the gradient of neuron g j in output layer with g j =ŷ k
Calculate the gradient of neurons e h in hidden layer with e h = b h ( 
Refresh weight ω hj , v ih and threshold θ j , γ h with ω hj = ηg j b h , θ j = −ηg j , υ ih = ηe h x i , and γ h = −ηe h 8.
End for 9.
Until the restrictions are satisfied Output: the multi-layer BP neural network
In the input layer, x i represents each characteristic index in the EI. W ij represents the weight between node i and node j, and b j represents the threshold of node j. The output node value is x j through the hidden layer operation, which is determined by the output value of the previous layer, the weight, the threshold and the activation function. The specific calculation is as follows:
where f is the activation function, for which a sigmoid function and linear function are normally used. Finally, we output the layer output y. Under this model, y represents the EC. The process of forward transmission is relatively simple and can be calculated according to the above formula. In a BP neural network, the input layer nodes have no threshold.
In a BP neural network, the sub-process of the error signal reverse transfer is much more complex and is based on Widrow-Hoff learning rules. Suppose that the loss function of output d j is as follows:
The main purpose of the BP neural network is to revise weights and thresholds repeatedly to minimize the loss function. The Widrow-Hoff learning rule is used to adjust the network weights and threshold in a row by passing along the steepest descent direction of the relative error sum of squares. According to the gradient descent method, the weight vector correction is proportional to the current location on the E (w, b) gradient for the first output node j.
B. MULTI-OBJECTIVE PLAN BASED ON PARETO OPTIMIZATION
Most researchers have converted multi-objective solutions into one that obtains the solution of a multi-objective scheduling problem owing to a linear relation. Although the problem of the reasonable coordination of multiple targets in solution form is solved, the results cannot show the situation of each index directly. While solving the weight is challenging, valuable independence is directly ignored, particularly in the situation of high dimensions and excessive value. However, the energy data and the service combination needed in this study are a relatively more comprehensive index and contain more data; the direct use of multi-objective optimization in this case has a more appropriate effect. Since there is almost no unique global optimal solution to multi-objective optimization problems, the multi-objective optimization problem is usually to find a set of Pareto-optimal solutions. Pareto optimization [18] characterizes the state in which each sub-goal of the problem solution cannot continue to be optimized at the same time. Therefore, multi-objective problems can be accurately solved using a distribution based on the individual fitness value. The required optimal solution set of QoS and EC can be solved to achieve the optimal Pareto solution. The solution obtained is called the non-inferior solution of the problem. In general, multi-objective optimization includes the decision vector X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X i ). The constraints of p equations, the constraints of q inequalities and the r objective functions are defined as follows:
Objective function:
Equality constraints:
Inequality constraints:
where h = [h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h r ] represents the objective vector.
If any valuable of the deciding vector X t = (X t 1 , X t 2 , . . ., X t i ) is no worse than any one of another vectorX k = (X k 1 , X k 2 , . . . , X k i ) with one better valuable, then it means that X t dominates X k or X k is dominated by X t . Therefore, X t is defined as the non-dominated solution, and X k is defined as the dominant solution. Without feasible solutions of dominating X t , X t is a non-dominated solution of the problem. In this way, non-inferior solutions of F = {QoS, EC} are obtained, and all non-inferior solutions form the Pareto-optimal solution set of the problem.
C. EI GREEN ENERGY SERVICE ADAPTATION BASED ON THE MULTI-OBJECTIVE DA
After using the BP neural network to solve the weights in EC, we need to continue to obtain the optimal Pareto solution set of EC and QoS as a whole. A dragonfly algorithm is more effective than particle swarm optimization in some optimizations, and it has the advantages of high accuracy, fast convergence and good stability. According to the needs of the article, we introduce the MODA. The DA is a novel group intelligence algorithm that simulates the predation and migration of dragonflies. The purpose of the DA is to allow dragonflies to cooperate better to maximize the success rate of the prey to find the optimal solution to the optimization problem. In this intelligent behavior, the behavior of dragonflies can be divided into three types: separation, alignment and cohesion. 1) Separation, which refers to the static collision avoidance of individuals from other individuals in the neighborhood, is calculated as follows:
where X is the current position of an individual, X j is the position of the j-th individual in a neighborhood, and N is the number of individuals in a neighborhood. 2) Alignment, which indicates a velocity match between individuals and other individuals in neighborhood, is calculated as follows:
where X j is the velocity of the jth individual in the neighborhood. 3) Cohesion, which refers to the tendency of individuals toward the center of the mass of the neighborhood, is calculated as follows:
where X is the current position of the individual, N is the number of neighborhoods, and X j is the position of the jth individual in the neighborhood. 4) The following transfer function is used:
5) This transfer function is first used to calculate the probability of changing positions for all artificial dragonflies. The following new updating position formula is then employed to update the position of the search agents:
6) Distraction outwards an enemy is calculated as follows:
7) Attraction toward a food source is calculated as follows:
The transfer function is used to calculate the rate of position change of all artificial dragonflies. Then, the new location formula is used to update the location of the search agents in the binary search space.
To adapt the DA to solve the problem EI adaptive service adaptation driven by QoS in this study, the following two mechanisms are introduced based on the basic gray wolf algorithm:
1) Pareto archive. The DA generates new solutions of new QoS and EC combinations in each cycle; therefore, it is necessary to use the Pareto archive and store the Pareto solution in these new solutions, which realizes the best approach of the Pareto-optimal solution. The size of the archive is set as Nbp. When the number of Pareto solutions is more than Nbp, the archive is clipped according to the crowding distance. 2) Storage space renewal of the Pareto solution set.
A) When a new solution dominates one solution or more solutions in the file, the dominant solution is replaced with the new solution. B) If the new solution and archive members cannot dominate each other, the new solution should be added to the archive. C) If the archive is full, the Euclidean distance is calculated by the similarity between the dominating schemes to find two or more schemes with the highest similarity, and one of the schemes is omitted. The similarity of the new solution should be low to improve the diversity of the final approximated Pareto-optimal front. The service adaptation of EI is quantified as the location during the process of an individual dragonfly approaching the food in the MODA, and a location corresponds to a service adaptation scheme. Algorithm 2 is shown below.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Given the lack of public data regarding green energy management for service composition quality under an EI environment, we simulate the dataset under synthetic QoS and EC attributes according to previous research [10] . However, with the sharp increase in the number of service categories Algorithm 2 MODA for the EI Service Adaptation Input: The QWS data set contains 2507 actual service attribute parameters, including the response time, reliability, and cost, but lacks energy data; therefore, energy data sets were generated by a simulation experiment based on the energy evaluation model in this study, expanding the QWS data set. Procedure:
1. Initialize the dragonfly population
Define the maximum number of hyper spheres (segments) 4.
Define the archive size 5.
While the end condition is not satisfied 6.
Calculate the fitness of all dragonflies 7.
Find the non-dominated solutions 8.
Update the archive with respect to the obtained non-dominated solutions 9.
If the archive is full 10.
Run the archive maintenance mechanism to omit one of the current archive members 11.
Add the new solution to the archive 12.
End if 13.
If any of the new added solutions to the archive is located outside the hyper spheres 14.
Update and re-position all of the hyper spheres to cover the new solution(s) 15.
End if 16.
Select a food source from the archive: X + = SelectFood (archive) 17.
Select an enemy from the archive: X − = SelectFood (archive) 18.
Update step vectors using Eq. (18) 19.
Update position vectors using Eq. (19) 20.
Check and correct the new positions based on the boundaries of variables 21.
End while Output: A set of Pareto sets related to the service composition of the EI.
and candidate services under the EI environment, the overall energy consumption of each service also increases rapidly. Therefore, this paper introduces an energy assessment model to evaluate the energy consumption of massive amounts of services in the process of dynamic allocation to achieve green energy management based on service portfolio quality in an EI environment.
A. ENERGY INTERNET ENERGY ADAPTATION EXPERIMENT
Different service providers offer different services, such as energy, general equipment, raw materials, and heat recovery equipment. Through real-time data transmission, we use three indicators and bias as an input, training the data with a BP neural network. Finally, the EC of the forecast based on the remaining raw materials and the condition of the equipment passes the combined training results. Users can use the data to make timely adjustments to achieve an overall scenario of energy management, as shown in Fig. 2 . We find that there is no simple linear relationship between energy consumption and cost, use, and PL from the small amount of data in the literature. Therefore, this paper chooses a non-linear dataset with large random items as the training and test data.
According to the result from Fig. 3 , we found that the seven nodes are the optimal number of nodes, which can effectively avoid the problems of the CPU load time being too long or the convergence being challenging when the amount of data is large. A sigmoid function was chosen as the implicit layer of the excitation function, and the output layer of the excitation function was chosen as y = x, closer to real neural network operation. However, this output can also be used to determine the partial derivative of the output value of the partial derivative of the parameters. This approach can effectively accommodate the batch gradient decline.
For linear regression, we often use the square sum as a criterion. For the simple neural network in this article, the prediction of the sum of squares (SSE) can be used as a criterion to judge the quality of the model. In this scenario, we compare the energy management effects of neural networks and linear regression. (22) In this scenario, Num=100, we conducted a linear regression and neural network experiments as follows:
Due to the independence of the individual data, we find that the SSE curve is a concussion curve that does not follow a specific law. Experiments show that the SSE of linear regression under this environment has a certain relative relationship with the SSE of the neural network. In this test, among the 100 samples we tested, the SSE dominance in the neural network model is very high. SSE with only individual linear regression is nearly equal to the SSE in the neural network. The SSE values of other neural networks were significantly better than those of the linear regression. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, in the face of large amounts of energy data and updates, a fast, neural network can be more flexible and responsive. In summary, to optimize energy parameters, a BP neural network is better.
B. GREEN ENERGY SERVICE ADAPTATION ANALYSIS 1) EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT
This paper uses the QWS dataset, a variety of QoS values of realistic services available online, which are collected by Al-Masri and Mahmoud from the University of Guelph [22] . This study selects the dataset of QWS 2 version, which contains 2507 real service attributes, including the response time, availability, throughput, reliability and credibility. Various search engines collect these data on the Internet, such as the search engine category, service portals and discovery, and integrated registry centers. These results ensure the authenticity and replicability of the experimental data, which is convenient for other researchers to study and compare the experimental results. The number of services in the dataset is small; thus, to better verify the effect of the DA applied to service adaptation, the number of services in the QWS dataset is artificially extended to 10,000. Due to the lack of energy data required for the article in the dataset, this paper presents an energy assessment model simulation experiment to generate QWS-extended datasets. The number of test nodes is set to 3000 because the service composition needs 3000 candidate services, and the number of interactions is 20,000 while the CT, UR and PL index data are generated.
To validate the effectiveness of the MODA in solving the green Internet service adaptation of the algorithm, simulation experiments are conducted under the constraint conditions. The algorithm is compared with the results of the multiobjective gray wolf algorithm (MOGWO), multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm and NSGA-II. To validate the effectiveness of the MODA in solving the green Internet service adaptation of the algorithm, simulation experiments are completed under constraint conditions. The algorithm is compared with the results of MOGWO, MOPSO and NSGA-II. A simulation is performed, and the MOGWO, MOPSO and NSGA-II operation results are compared. The experimental parameters include the following MODA parameters: the population size is 200, the maximum number of iterations is 100, the number of operations in the algorithm is 100, and the number of service adaptation solutions is 100. The service composition evaluation indicators include the following 3 indicators: response time, cost and reliability. Indicators of energy include EC, UR and PL; the number of candidate services for each subtask is the same.
To verify the ability of the MODA to solve the service adaptation of the EI, we choose the sequence structure model to conduct an experiment and test the performance of the algorithm.
The proposed QoS model involves response time, cost and reliability attributes. When each column is selected, the corresponding data are preprocessed. Services with response times greater than 1000 milliseconds and availability and reliability less than 50% are discarded. The above QoS attributes are not comparable due to their range and units. For the datasets satisfying the constraints, the usability, response time, accessibility, and throughput are normalized [15] , and the solution of trust service adaptation is transformed to solve the problem of the maximum fitness.
2) EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In the application of multi-objective optimization algorithms, Pareto optimality theory can be used to obtain a set of optimal solutions. To verify the ability of improved algorithm of the MODA to solve energy-efficient Internet service adaptation, we compare the Pareto mean solution set, the standard deviation and the value to evaluate the performance of the algorithm.
According to the theory of economic control, the MOGWO, MODA, NSGA-II and MOPSO algorithms obtain a group of the Pareto set. Fig. 5 shows the various mean value changes, and the standard of 4 algorithm Pareto solution sets with an increasing number of iterations in the service adaptation sub task number premise is 10. Fig. 5 , in the early iteration, shows that the performance of the MODA is the highest, whereas the performance of the NSGA and MOPSO algorithms is moderate. The performance of the MOGWO algorithm is the worst. The MOGWO algorithm has the minimum mean and standard deviation of the maximum with an increasing number of iterations. The mean of the MODA sets increases steadily and has the best performance. The performance of the NSGA-II and MOPSO algorithms is second, whereas the performance of the MOGWO algorithm is the worst. As shown in Fig. 5 , the overall trend of the MODA is relatively stable. Compared with the MOGWO, NSGA-II and MOPSO algorithms, the MODA can better meet users' requirements of minimum energy consumption and offers the best service performance in practical applications. The advantages and disadvantages of algorithm performance can be compared in terms of the mean of means and variance, that is, the overall effect of the service composition after the algorithm optimization. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the MOGWO algorithm tends to be stable as a whole in the iteration process, but the performance index is obviously worse than the MODA and the MOPSO algorithm. The standard deviation of the NSGA algorithm decreased slightly in the early period of iteration, but the standard deviation rapidly increased in the middle and late periods; that is, the performance of the algorithm solution's centralized service portfolio varied greatly. Fig. 6 shows that the standard deviations of the MODA and MOPSO algorithms in the iterative process are less than those of the MOGWO and NSGA algorithms. The MODA's QoS index fluctuation solution set is relatively small, and the stability of the standard deviation of the MODA is strong, which meets user requirements for service portfolio performance. In the iterative process shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , the MODA solution set is shown with the maximum average value and minimum standard deviation. From the overall change trend, the MODA is more consistent with the demand for service composition and energy consumption in the EI. In practical application, users often choose a set of service compositions with optimal performance, that is, where there is minimum energy consumption and QoS is the best. Fig. 7 shows that in the initial iteration, the NSGA algorithm exhibits the worst performance. The MODA and the MOPSO algorithm take second place. The MOGWO algorithm has the best performance in the iterative process. The trend of the MOPSO and MOGWO algorithms is gentle, and they exhibit favorable stability. The maximum of the MODA is stable and increases rapidly beyond the MOGWO algorithm, and the maximum of the NSGA algorithm increases rapidly. In later iterations, the optimal performance of the MODA is the highest. The MOGWO algorithm exhibits moderate performance, and the NSGA and MOPSO algorithms exhibit acceptable performance. The figure indicates that the MODA algorithm has the best performance, more in line with the actual needs of users concerned with green energy management.
The experiments show that using the MODA has the advantages of fast convergence and full consideration of QoS and energy control during service composition. In practical applications, the MODA complies with the requirements of users in terms of both energy and QoS, more than the MOGWO, MOPSO and NSGA-II algorithms, for green energy management oriented towards service composition quality.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the issue of energy management in QoS-driven EI services to meet the needs of users while minimizing QoS and achieving the lowest energy consumption in service portfolios. We propose an optimal model to the overall assessment of QoS and ECs for service portfolios in the EI, which can improve QoS adaptation and minimize economic costs. In this paper, the MODA is successfully applied to the overall assessment model of QoS and EC, and the Paretooptimal solution set and the optimal solution are obtained. The experimental results show that, compared with MOPSO, MOGWO and NSGA, the proposed algorithm offers better optimization results in the above model and can effectively reduce the energy consumption of the service portfolio to achieve green energy management of service portfolio quality in the EI.
A limitation of the proposed approach is the energy data set in the model. Given the lack of a common data set, we provide a case analysis based on an actual situation. In later research, we can obtain a dataset through real experiments. Another limitation of our approach is that the basic MODA used in this paper tends to fall into a local optimum; in addition, the noninferiority distribution is uneven. We plan to augment MODA with other algorithms to improve this deficiency in future research.
